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“While Irish consumers are satisfied with the coverage of
their mobile phone network, there is significant interest in
a website that rates providers on their network coverage.
Such a website would be well received as it enables
consumers to easily compare the quality of coverage
offered in their local area and thus select the mobile
network provider that best suits their needs.”
James Wilson, Research Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•

High smartphone ownership positive for mobile phone market
Contract users outnumber pay-as-you-go users in RoI for the first time
NI consumers satisfied with mobile coverage
Mobile data usage sees significant growth across Ireland

This Report covers the Irish consumer market for mobile phones and mobile network providers. Mobile
phones are defined as any device being used to place or receive calls by connecting to a mobile
network. ‘Basic mobile phones’ and ‘Feature phones’ are terms used to describe non-smartphones.
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Mobile networks are defined as networks providing either data, voice or SMS (Short Message Service)
facilities to a mobile device. Data delivered over Wi-Fi is not included under the ‘data’ category.
Primarily, this Report refers to the use of mobile networks through traditional mobile phones or
smartphones. However, reference is also made to tablet devices, as these can connect to mobile
networks for data.
Network connections can come in two forms – prepaid and post-paid. The former involves buying credit
for a phone, which is then worked through while the latter refers to the use of a handset with a
monthly contract charge covering the previous month’s usage.
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DID YOU KNOW?

This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Competitive Strategies – Key Players
BT Group (BT, EE, Openreach)
BT (British Telecom)
EE (Everything Everywhere)
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eir Group (eir, Meteor)
Meteor
Hutchinson Whampoa (Three Ireland)
Three Ireland
Three UK
Sky plc
TalkTalk
Telefonica
O2 UK
Tesco Mobile
Vodafone

The Consumer – What You Need to Know
Samsung and Apple the leaders in the Irish mobile phone market
O2 leads NI mobile market, Vodafone in RoI
NI consumers paying as they go while contracts popular in RoI
Mobile coverage good but consumers would like a website that rates providers

Manufacturer and Operating System Used
Samsung and Apple lead the Irish mobile market
Figure 23: Manufacturer of smartphone owned, NI and RoI, April 2017
Samsung devices appeal to C2DEFs in NI
Figure 24: Ownership of a Samsung smartphone, by social class, NI and RoI, April 2017
iPhone appeals to Millennials and women
Figure 25: Ownership of an Apple smartphone (eg iPhone), by age, NI and RoI, April 2017
Android the main smartphone operating system
Figure 26: Operating system consumers use on their smartphone, NI and RoI, April 2017
Men using Android while iOS appeals to women
Figure 27: Use of Android operating system on smartphones, by gender, NI and RoI, April 2017
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Mobile Network Provider Used
O2 leads NI market
Figure 29: Mobile network providers used by consumers for their main mobile phone, NI, April 2017
Women are the main users of O2 in NI
Figure 30: Consumers using O2 as the mobile network provider for their main mobile phone, by gender and age, NI, April 2017
Vodafone is the leading mobile network provider in RoI
Figure 31: Mobile network providers used by consumers for their main mobile phone, RoI, April 2017
Three Ireland popular among students
Figure 32: Consumers using Three Ireland as the mobile network provider for their main mobile phone, by work status, RoI, April 2017
Vodafone Ireland and Meteor appeal to Irish parents
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Figure 33: Consumers using Vodafone Ireland or Meteor as the mobile network provider for their main mobile phone, by presence of
children in the household, RoI, April 2017

Type of Mobile Network Connection
Contracts dominates NI market
Figure 34: Type of mobile network connection, NI and RoI, April 2017
Mobile connection linked to age in RoI
Figure 35: Consumers’ use of pay-as-you-go and contract services with their phone, by age, NI, April 2017
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Attitudes towards Mobile Phones
Irish consumers satisfied with mobile coverage
Figure 37: Agreement with statements relating to mobile phones, NI and RoI, April 2017
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Wireless charging appeals most to Millennials
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April 2017
Comparison website interests Millennials in NI and early Gen-Xers in RoI
Figure 41: Agreement with the statement ‘A website that rates providers on their network coverage of my local area would influence
who I use for my mobile phone services’, by age, NI and RoI, April 2017

Appendix – Data Sources, Abbreviations and Supporting Information
Data sources
Generational cohort definitions
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